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Averages

4.5

Survey #: Building
Type

B1: Comment

3.2

3.5

2.9

5

Would be good mixed
use style for blighted
areas that could be
razed and redeveloped

If possible for some
specific downtown
locations

5

5

3

5

Looks like the
Blennerhasset Hotel,
this works

5

3

Response 7

3

5

Response 8

3
I like the style and
scale. I am not a big
fan of brick. We seem
to have just real old
and sorta old looks
going so this would
really stick out. Also,
we don't have a walk
able shopping, eating
district today so it
would be exciting for
sidewalks to go
someplace.

1

Response 9

5

like the appeal of the
building,would shop or
live there

4

4

5

4

2

5

style, materials,
harmony with existing
buildings

2

residents fighting for
street parking with
customers of the
business. Not
desirable.

4

3
This has limited
appropriateness. It is a
small scale, one stop
shop kind of
destination. I'd go here
for a great lunch but
then I'd leave. I do like
the fence along the
sidewalk and the
building set back so
there are safe places to
enjoy being outside.
does not fit our town

4

3

4

3

3

4

4

Brings a more
economical , successful
look of the building

Nice appearance on
this too.

3

2

3

2

2

Not attractive, too
business focused.

neutral on this one

1

5

looks dated

4

4

Response 11

Modern fits with brick
structures in DT

I think something like
this could also work
especially on market
street area.

We saw the beginning
of this downtown with
the Highmark Building.
It would be great to
have more of this
where there are surface
parking lots along our
main streets.
be great downtown

Only for downtown,
don't see any other
areas it would fit.
Residents parking on
the street? Not good.

will not blend as well
with existing buidlings

2

2

5

1

I like the mix of
materials, the exterior
awnings and an area to
walk around. I hope
there are some rear
entrances or we should
plan for drop off spots
in front. Thinking about looks like it fits about
mobility issues.
anyplace

style materials, will
I like these, for
blend well with existing downtown areas, but
buildings
parking is the concern.

5

5

Response 10

I like this look and the
mixed use.

This seems to fit our
City well. Parking is
right up to the building.
the style is mixed wood
and brick. Curbside
style, materials, will
parking is important for
blend well with existing
our weather and our
just does not fit in with
buildings
Does not appeal to me. aging population.
our area

This matches recent
developments such as
Treasury and Highmark
buildings where the
scale, bricks or stone
and glass facades to
reflect older
surrounding buildings
are complimentary

This looks like the 800
block of Market Street.

Response 6

Style, , materials, will
I like these, for
blend well with existing downtown areas, but
buidlings
parking is the concern.

Colonial/ low country
look fits and the long
narrow lot works for infill development with a
square footage that
works for small
developers

4

There wasn't a picture
with this question.

5

Style, scale and mixed
facade gives a
neighborhood hub feel,
parking on side or rear
in exchange for more
set back and patio
space is a nice feature.
Rounded corner allows
for a wider turning lane,
useful in some
intersections here.

Shows that current
buildings can be
rehabilitated and look
cohesive to the
adjacent buildings.

3

Response 5

Love the look and
layout

5

5

5

Good design for
suburban areas

Response 4

5

3

This layout would work
well in the narrow lots
of Parkersburg but the
parking in front of the
building would be
would be best suited in challenging with
our historic districts
setback requirements.

B5: Medium-Scale
Mixed-Use (NeoTraditional infill)

B5: Comment

5

3

B4: Medium-Scale
Mixed-Use
(Contemporary infill)

B4: Comment

Response 3

Brick semi-industrial
look has a
cool/comfortable effect
I like the window walls and the mixed use
on the first floor seamless look is
inviting. The balconies enhanced by outdoor
show engagement by
seating and large
the tenants.
windows

Materials and style
would look great
downtown

B3: Small-Scale
Mixed-Use
(Contemporary)

B3: Comment

Response 2

4

B2: Small-Scale
Mixed-Use (NeoTraditional)

B2: Comment

4.4

Response 1

B1. Small-Scale
Mixed-Use
(contemporary infill)

4

Building Image

Averages

3.4

Survey #: Building
Type

B6: Comment

3.6

Response 1

B6: Medium Scale
Mixed-Use (neotraditional)

Response 2

4

B7: Large-Scale
Mixed-Use NeoTraditional

1

3.1

2.6

2.6

B11: Medium Scale
Mixed-Use Neo
Traditional

B11: Comment

5

5

3

3

1

4

Finding a developer to
do a project of this size Resembles Highmark,
may be challenging
so I could see this.

3

May be appropriate
development style for
Camden Clark or the
redevelopment space
at St. Joseph landing

Finding a developer to
do a project of this size
may be challenging

4

5

style, materials,
harmony with existing
buildings

5

2

2

5

3

4

An exposed roof says
suburban or residential
to me. It could work,
like the BB&T building
but I don’t love it.

2

This reminds me of
something I saw in St.
Augustine. Hated it. It
stands out like a sore
thumb.

1

4

Response 9

4

4

4

4

2

4

5

4

4

2

4

2

2

4

1

Would be nice if our
downtown buildings
looked like this but that
would take a big face
lift.

1

2

These large scale
things may not be as
great a fit for our
communitiy.

5

I don't think the scale is
right for our City. And
the brick and glass are
a huge change.

Seems too large and
would be hard to fill in...

would fit in anywhere

1

1

This does not have a
warm or inviting feel to
it. It looks industrial
cheap.

It looks nice but again,
parking??

4

5

2

1

Response 11

2

This would a great
development for the
Memorial Bridge area.
It would become a
wonderful destination. I
like the scale, the
mixed materials and its
visual appeal set back
from the street. Access
and parking is a
challenge in our
like it but not for our
environment.
area, too busy

It looks nice but again,
parking??

Response 10

not for our area

4

2

It looks nice but again,
parking??

3
Too big for a mixed use
area, a multi block
buildings breaks up the
neighborhood. The first
floor is not inviting to
pedestrians, too far
before you get to
anything. Would be ok
along the edge of city
center.

Response 8

This style and scale
would be great. The
brick is a bit much
however. I don't think
the parking works this
way but I do like how
close things are to the
No good. Too
street. Driving wold be
crowded, major parking slower and people
concerns. If there were could see what is in the great store fronts for
a fire it would be bad.
stores.
downtown

Incorporation of open
public space adjacent
to building

4

1

5

5

Response 7

Don't really see where
it would fit in our area.

Highmark/Treasury
look. Works with
Camden Clark campus

No convenient parking
for visitors to the
tenants

1

Response 6

would blend in ok with
existing buildings

Beautiful and
impressive but out of
scale. Maybe an entry
point such as Belpre
bridge if the back side
Not sure we have a
of the federal building
space that could
could be converted to
Finding a developer to accommodate a facility mixed use and
do a project of this size such as this without
renovated to have a
may be challenging
removing buildings.
look like this.

B10: Large Scale
Mixed-Use
(Contemporary)

B10: Comment

2

1

B9: Large-Scale
Mixed-Use
(Contemporary)

B9: Comment

4

Response 5

This looks like what 3rd
Street used to be. The
scale is friendly to small
business and
walkability with an
This look doesn't seem upstairs
inviting to me as a
condo/apartment look
business owner or
that isn’t as intimidating
consumer.
as a multi unit build.

B8: Large-Scale
Mixed-Use
Contemporary

B8: Comment

5

Response 4

Looks like new-build
“town center”
architecture that doesn’
t fit in-fill for
Parkersburg. Would be
I would see this type of nice for Ft. Boreman,
building in a newly
Emerson Commons,
Great for Fort Boreman developed space - ie
adjacent to a shopping
Hill development
Fort Boreman.
plaza.

B7: Comment

2.9

Response 3

3

2

4

1

1

4

3

2

good medium sized
business district

4

I like the mix of
materials, the scale and do not care for the lines
the setback.
of the structure

Building Image

Averages

2.5

Survey #: Building
Type

B12: Comment

3.7

3.2

C3. Medium Scale
Commercial (NeoTraditional)

C3: Comment

3.2

C4: Small scale AutoCommercial
(contemporary)

1.7

3.0

3.3

D1: Comment

3

4

I like the various styles

4

1

1

2

4

5

3

5

5

1

1

2

Same comment as C5
3

style, materials
4

fine if a standalone
building

3
I think it would be better
if the parking lot was
either to the side or
rear of the shops, for
better curb appeal, just
like the previous two.
Better for walkers too.
4
Again, how the parking
is arranged relative to
the street frontage is
important.

1

2

3

5

4

5

Looks like Boston

4

1

1

3

2

Nice appearance, good
sized units, diverse
looks

I like the variation in
store fronts

pretty plain

4

This is also attractive

4

1

3

4

3

3

3

1

1

Matches loo at Vienna
mall area

1
this looks like a lot of
what we have - would
like more updated looks
than this
Low value strip mall

used a lot

3

2

Strip mall look

looks clean and ease of
entry
neutral on this

I think it would be better
if the parking lot was
either to the side or
rear of the shops, for
better curb appeal
Nope

4

4

This is visually
interesting and would
be a good fit as infill
here.

5

Response 11

4

the look of this doesn't
appeal to me as much

4

5

Hate this. It looks
southwestern.

We already have these
everywhere and
style, materials, I hate
personally, I feel they
everything about this
lack character
look and feel

4

Less big asphalt
spaces out front

4

fine if a standalone
building

2

4

4

4

2

Response 10

looks like a traditional
housing project

I like the mixed
architectural styles and
materials. Would like to
see some window's set
back to create more
visual interest and
some window shopping
opportunity.
easy access

3

Fresher look to
traditional strip retail

3

4

1

Having the parking lot
right up on the street
has less appeal than if
it were to the side or
rear. Have the
businesses up near the
street to accomodate
walk in traffic.

We have a ton of these
- would be nice to get
Would be more of the
away from this look...
same

Response 9

I like the mixed
materials and the scale. very clean look

4

Looks like Vienna or
some new growth on
Southside. Auto
oriented auto
commercial is not what
we need more of in my
opinion

3

2

3

This looks too simple to
me

Maybe the type of
renovated facade that
could revitalize Park
Plaza

2

Response 8

The scale is too big.

3

1

Looks like a nondescript restaurant

3

5

Response 7

Parking??

5

5

3

4

Response 6

Nice look but more like
what you plop down in
a parking lot.

Very appropriate for our
area, but I don't see the
Not crazy about the
developers spending
setback like this for
the money to
downtown, but perhaps personalize each
for the mall area
segment.

3

4

5

5

I like that each
"building" has an
identity but that each
looks well kept and
maintained.

I like the various styles

Response 5

I don’t think this scale
of housing is
appropriate for
Parkersburg but could
work along the
riverfront.

C6: Comment
D1. Small Box Retail
(Franchise)

Response 4

Small town feel, North
End or 7th Street.

C5: Comment
C6: Medium Scale
Auto Commercial
(neo-traditional)

2

5

C4: Comment
C5: Medium-Scale
Auto Commercial
(contemporary)

Response 3

Finding a developer to
do a project of this size
may be challenging

C2. Medium-Scale
Commercial (NeoTraditional)

C2: Comment

Response 2

1

C1. Small Scale
Commercial (NeoTraditional)
C1: Comment

4.1

Response 1

B12: Large-Scale
Mixed Use (neotraditional)

1

4

3

2

3

4

2

2

This has some visual
interest and provides
parking near the stores.
Mixed materials is
do not care for the
good.
design
3

seems to be their

Building Image

Averages
3.4

Survey #: Building
Type
D2: Small Box Retail
(Franchise)

Response 1

Response 2
1

Response 3
4

3.4

3

5

4.4

3

3.8

4

3.4

4

3.1

3.3

1

E3: Small-Scale Urban
Office (Remodel)

3.6

1

3.7

E5: Comment

3

2

3

its ubiquitous

4

4

3

5

4

4

5

4

4

5

Appropriate and I wish
we had this. So much
more appealing than
the ones we have in
strip centers now.

4

3

2

4

3

2

2

4

5

4

5

4

3

3

1

3

3

3

3

4

2

3

2

4

3

2

4

4

1

3

4

4

3

4

3

4

3

3

would love to see
something like this

nice look

4

3

4

5

4

4

3
proven design

5

5

4

4

4

3

nothing new
5

5

4

5

4

5
This is more in keeping
with our current styles
and would be a
showcase for how to
modernize our look.
like the flexible design

4

5

4

5

2

Ok for dentist/clinic, not
preferable to a multi
tenant mixed use
building

3

5

looks like a big box

Yes

1

Response 11

like it

Much preferred to E1

E4: Comment
E5: Small-Scale
Suburban Office
(Traditional)

4

I already see some of
this

E3: Comment
E4: Small-Scale
Suburban Office
(Contemporary)

4

2

E2: Comment
3.8

4

5

Response 10

update of current ideas

2

E1: Comment
E2: Mid-Rise Urban
Office (contemporary)

2

Response 9

excellent

I like this and
understand it, but it
really doesn't apply to
Parkersburg because
we're not really "urban"
in the sense implied
here. Much better for
downtown Columbus,
Cincinnati, etc.

4

3

We don't have many
big box retailers tucked I like using a Street
into existing
front look adjacent to a
neighborhoods.
plaza entrance.

D6: Comment
E1: Low-Rise
Suburban Office (Neotraditional)

5

3

Response 8

would be ok if
standalone, but would
be jarring adjacent to
existing buildings

I don't like the banners

5

3

Response 7

New bank locations are
starting to look like this,
so anyone coming into
the market or doing
renovations are shifting
to this look.

D5: Comment
D6: Big Box Retail
(Extreme Franchise
Modification)

3

Response 6

Doubt our local
franchisees have the
budget to modify to this
level, but it sure looks
nice!
Love this

D4: Comment
D5: Bank(Extreme
Franchise
Modification)

5

5
Leaving some space
for this inevitable
presence is wise, this
style is nicer but most
corporate /brand
mandated designs are
pleasing enough.

D3: Comment
D4: Urban Grocery
(Extreme Franchise
Modification)

4

Response 5

7th Street, Camden, Rt
14, Emerson Ave.
growth.

D2: Comment
D3: Drive-thru
Restaurant
(Franchise-slight
modification)

Response 4

4

4

We have this

great look

5

2

style

5

5
We have one new
business almost exactly
like this. I really like the
style and materials mix. trusted design

Building Image

Averages

3.2

Survey #: Building
Type
E6: Medium Scale
Suburban Office (NeoTraditional)

Response 1

Response 2

2

Response 3

3

4.0

3

4

3.6

5

Response 6

4

Response 7

4

Response 8

4

4

4

3

5

4

4

5

2.6

5

2

3

4

4

4

4.0

E10: Medium Scale
Suburban Institutional
(Contemporary)

3

4

3.5

3

3.8

4.2

4

5

5

4

4

2.8

4

F1: Medium Suburban
Flex Space

5

4

4

3

3.5

4

5

5

3.4

5

4

5

3

F4: Small Suburban
Flex Space
F4: Comment

2

3

4

4

2

2

2

4

4

4

3

4

3

3

3

2

4

4

3

2

4

3

2

2

2

neutral on this

too contemporary

nothing exciting about it

5

5

4

5

4

2

2

4

5

Ok for off ramp
developments and
larger property mixed
parcels
3

4

5

3

3

5
don't care for the look
of this

2
Too bland

5

1

4

4

2
I don't care for the
materials or style.

style
4

4

4

3

4

4

also don't love the look
on this
3

3

2

2

3

4

3

2

3

2

3

4

3

3

timeless
4

I like the front
elevations and the
approachable look of
this building.
4

4

very useful, good
design

Fits mold of past
Parkersburg industry
3

2

style

Looks nice
3

3

practical
4

F3: Comment
3.5

4

like this whole look

F2: Comment
F3: Extra Large
Suburban Flex Space

4

great lines, like the
glass

Downtown

F1: Comment
F2: Large Suburban
Flex Space

5

would fit about
anywhere

5

3

E14: Comment
2.8

1

2

5

E13: comment
E14: Medium Scale
Suburban Flex Space

3

2

1

Downtown

E12: Comment
E13: Urban
Office/Commercial
Renovation/Adaptive
Reuse

3

nothing new

4

2

E11: Comment
E12: Small Scale
Urban Office (NeoTraditional)

3

Senior housing?
Adjacent to residential
areas

E10: Comment
E11: Medium Scale
Urban Institutional
infill (Contemporary)

5
Architectural interest
and stormwater control,
softscaping

E9: Comment

like the green space
3

useful
5

2

Response 11

3

nothing appealing

1

Response 10

like access and layout

E8: comment
E9: Small Scale
Suburban Office/Flex
(Contemporary)

Response 9

widely used concept

Works with most newer
medical buildings

E7: Comment
E8: Small Scale urban
Office/Institutional
(Neo-Traditional)

3

Response 5

Box in a lot with no
services around. I
would like to encourage
office space in “walk to
lunch” type
arrangements

E6: Comment
E7: Medium Scale
Suburban Office
(Contemporary)

Response 4

5
Great for new economy

3

4

5

3

pretty basic
1

just plain

